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Historical Background

Thermoluminescence (TL) also called as thermally stimulated luminescence refers to a process in which a solid, usually in crystalline form, emits light while being heated following excitation. Although the excitation is most often by ionizing or non-ionizing radiation, it can also occur via pressure (piezo-TL), friction (tribo-TL), or light (photo-TL). The latter three modes are usually considered “spurious TL.” The emitted light intensity \( I(T) \), recorded as a function of temperature, is commonly referred to as a “glow curve” and is composed of one or more glow peaks. Each glow peak can, ideally, be associated with a particular electron or hole trapping center (TC). TL seems to have been discovered by Robert Boyle who, in 1663, described to the Royal Society one of the first accounts of TL in which he described heating a diamond with the words “I also brought it to some kind of glimmering light, by taking it into bed with me, and holding it a good while upon a warm part of my naked body.” The intensive study of TL started in the first half of the 20th century. For example, in 1927, Wick reported on the TL of X-ray irradiated fluorite and other materials. The first quantitative theoretical account, based on the model of energy bands in crystals, was developed in 1945 in a seminal work by Randall and Wilkins. Since then, many books have been written in the past half century on the characteristics and theory of TL in substantial detail, for example, by Horowitz in 1984; McKeever, Moscovitch, and Townsend in 1995; and Chen and Pagonis in 2011. For those wishing an even greater understanding of the traps and extended physical insights, the readers are referred to Bräunlich.

Conduction Band/Valence Band Model

Many TL mechanisms are interpreted using the energy-band theory of solids. Following irradiation, charge carriers (both electrons and holes) are trapped in allowed states in the forbidden gap, which are associated with impurity or defect-created imperfections. The energy absorbed during excitation liberates electrons and holes that are free to migrate in the conduction and valence bands, respectively, and then to be trapped in the electron and hole allowed states. The energy levels of the traps may be sufficiently close to the bands so that the trapped charge carriers will be thermally released into their respective bands during heating.

The trapping states farthest from their respective bands are most likely to result in recombination of a mobile carrier and a trapped charge of the opposite sign, and these are usually referred to as “recombination centers” or simply “centers.” Thus, during the readout stage, mobile charge carriers, either electrons or holes, can recombine with charges of the opposite sign, and a certain fraction of the previously absorbed energy is released as photons. There exists an additional mechanism in which localized transitions can take place between the electron and hole trapping states located in close proximity to each other, at separation distances of the order of tens of Ångströms. In this case, the emission process takes place by thermal stimulation of the carrier into an excited state that is not in the conduction/valence band, and its subsequent recombination with its opposite-sign charge carrier is likely via a quantum-mechanical tunneling mechanism. In fact, it is quite probable that a mixture of localized and delocalized recombination simultaneously occurs in many TL materials. In the following, and for the sake of simplicity, the situation will be discussed in which electrons following excitation are in traps and therefore are mobile in the heating stage, whereas holes are in centers.

The TL Glow Curve

It deserves emphasis that TL arises from impurities in the host lattice (both desirable, purposely added in the growth process, and undesirable, e.g., present in the starting materials) at the ten to several hundred parts-per-million levels. This and other factors can give rise to impressively complicated glow curves as shown in Fig. 1 for LiF:Mg,Ti following electron and alpha particle irradiation, which is perhaps an extreme example. Notwithstanding this complexity, LiF:Mg,Ti is the most widely used of the dosimetric materials in which the integral of peaks 4–5 is commonly used as the measure of dose. Note the peak labeled “5a” is believed to arise from the localized transitions mentioned earlier and has been the subject of intensive investigation due to its ionization-density-dependent properties.

Mathematical Description of TL

The mathematics involved in the simulation of TL mechanisms consists of a complex series of multiple, non-linear, and coupled differential equations. The first theoretical derivation of \( I(T) \) dealt with a highly idealized system consisting of a single trap and center. It was assumed that the thermally released electron immediately recombines with a hole in a center that yields a TL photon. The governing equation is
\[
I = \frac{dn}{dt} = s \cdot n \cdot \exp \left(-\frac{E}{kT}\right)
\]

where \( I \) is the intensity of emitted TL, \( n \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) the concentration of trapped electrons, \( s \) (s\(^{-1}\)) the frequency factor, \( E \) (eV) the activation energy, \( t \) (s) the time, \( T \) (K) the absolute temperature, and \( k \) (eV K\(^{-1}\)) the Boltzmann constant. Assuming a linear heating function \( T = T_0 + \beta t \) where \( \beta \) (K s\(^{-1}\)) is the heating rate and \( T_0 \) (K) the initial temperature, the solution is a peak-shaped asymmetrical curve given by

\[
I(T) = s \cdot n_0 \cdot \exp \left(-\frac{E}{kT}\right) \cdot \exp \left[\frac{-s}{\beta} \int_{T_0}^{T} \exp\left(-\frac{E}{k\theta}\right) d\theta\right]
\]

which \( \theta \) is a temperature dummy variable.

In 1948, Garlick and Gibson extended the theory to allow retrapping of electrons from the conduction band into the trap as discussed in the following within the broader framework of the one-trap–one-recombination center (OTOR) model.

**Fig. 1** (Top) The TL glow curve following irradiation by low-energy alpha particles and (bottom) by beta electrons. The glow curves have been deconvoluted into component glow peaks using peak shapes based on first-order kinetics.

**Fig. 2** depicts a schematic energy-level diagram with one trapping state \( N \) and one kind of recombination center: \( M \). \( N \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) and \( M \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) denote the concentrations of the traps and centers, respectively, and \( n \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) and \( m \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) their instantaneous concentration occupancies as a function of dose. Note that it is assumed in this framework that irradiation does not create new imperfections but rather fills existing traps and centers. \( n_e \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) and \( n_h \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) are the concentrations of free electrons and holes, respectively. \( A_m \) (cm\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\)) and \( A_n \) (cm\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\)) are the recombination and retrapping probability coefficients, respectively; \( B \) (cm\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\)) is the probability coefficient of trapping holes in the centers; and \( X \) (cm\(^{-3}\)s\(^{-1}\)) is the rate of production of electron–hole pairs by the radiation, which is proportional to the dose rate of excitation. The dashed lines show the transitions taking place during irradiation, and the solid lines represent transitions during heating. The set of coupled differential equations governing the process during excitation is
\[ \frac{dn}{dt} = A_n(N-n)n_c - s \cdot n \cdot \exp\left(\frac{-E}{kT}\right) \]  

(3)

\[ \frac{dm}{dt} = B(M-m)n_e - Ammn_c \]  

(4)

\[ \frac{dn_c}{dt} = X - A_n(N-n)c - Ammn_c \]  

(5)

\[ \frac{dn_c}{dt} = \frac{dn}{dt} + \frac{dn_c}{dt} - \frac{dm}{dt} \]  

(6)

This set of equations cannot be solved in a simple analytical manner. The optimum method is to solve numerically for a given set of parameters. For a complete description of the TL mechanism, the relaxation stage equations must also be solved (the relaxation stage refers to the time interval between excitation and heating when the remaining free electrons and holes retrap or recombine). The final stage of heating can then be simulated by solving the set of equations shown in the succeeding text, first developed in 1960 by Halperin and Braner and considered a reliable description of the OTOR model:

\[ \frac{dn}{dt} = A_n(N-n)n_c - s \cdot n \cdot \exp\left(\frac{-E}{kT}\right) \]  

(7)

\[ I(T) = -\frac{dm}{dt} = Ammn_c \]  

(8)

\[ \frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{dn}{dt} + \frac{dn_c}{dt} \]  

(9)

Halperin and Braner also simplified Eqs. (7)–(9) in the following manner. If the concentration of free electrons is assumed rather small, that is, \( n_c < n \) (which also implies that \( m \sim n \)), and the rate of change of this concentration is small, that is, \( dn_c/dt \sim 0 \), a single equation results:

\[ I = -\frac{dm}{dt} = sAmn^2 \exp\left(\frac{-E}{kT}\right) \]  

(10)

which yields a nearly symmetrical glow peak.

It is possible using the aforementioned analysis to easily evaluate the trapping parameters \( E \) and \( s \) of single isolated glow peaks. The determination of the other parameters is more difficult but can be achieved by analyzing the shape of the peak, in particular, in the region of its initial increase in intensity (the “initial rise” region) or by the shift of the maximum temperature as a function of heating rate. Knowledge of these parameters can be useful in the estimation of the stability of the TL signal but should be regarded with caution due to “abnormal fading” and other complications as discussed by Chen.

Additional information on the dose filling constants and levels of concentration of the TCs can be obtained by optical absorption measurements following the irradiation stage. As for the properties of the recombination centers, the emission spectroscopy yields information on their properties.

From the aforementioned discussion, it should be evident that cases intermediate between first and second orders may occur. Furthermore, more often than not, several TL peaks will occur in a glow curve due to the many types of traps and centers in the material (Fig. 1). This results in significant complexity due to the competition between the different processes, an example of which is discussed in the following, when both localized and delocalized recombinations are treated in a multitrapping, multicenter system describing LiF:Mg,Ti.

### Dose–Response and Other TL Characteristics

The effects introduced by competition include non-linear dose dependence of the TL peak intensity. Whereas sublinear dose dependence is expected at relatively high doses due to the filling of existing traps and centers approaching saturation, superlinear dose dependence (Fig. 3) is also commonly observed and can be explained by competitive processes. In
exceptionally high precision and accuracy. LiF:Mg,Cu,P exhibits linearity up to levels of dose greater than 10 Gy before entry into saturation, but this material suffers somewhat from a loss in sensitivity when heated beyond 240 °C. Since the readout is incomplete at 240 °C, reuse requires recalibration due to the residual signal. Because LiF:Mg,Ti in its various forms is the most widely used of the dosimetric materials, our attention will be centered on the theoretical modeling of the dose-response ionization-density characteristics of this material.

Localized/Delocalized Recombination: The Effects of Ionization Density

Mathematical simulations like the OTOR model can only be applied to the TL mechanisms following uniform irradiation on a microscopic level, that is, by high-energy photon/electron radiation fields. Non-uniform irradiation leads to non-uniform population of the various centers following irradiation and relaxation, which can significantly change certain TL characteristics such as the glow curve (Fig. 1) and the behavior of the dose-response. It is now realized that linear/superlinear dose–response can best be described by a mixture of localized/delocalized recombination that arises from ionization-density-dependent population of TC/luminescent center (LC). Two approaches have been developed that deal with the challenges presented by non-uniform irradiation (both invoke nanodosimetric concepts based on spatially correlated TCs and LCs): (i) the unified interaction model (UNIM) including the extended track interaction model (ETIM) and (ii) conduction band/valence band kinetic models incorporating a mixture of localized and delocalized recombination.

The Unified Interaction Model

In these models, the fraction, \( n_{e-h}/n_e \), of the density of \( e-h \) to \( e \)-only populated complexes (Fig. 4) following irradiation is given by

\[
\frac{n_{e-h}}{n_e} = a \cdot (1 - e^{-\beta_{e+h}D}) + b \quad (12)
\]

The combined densities must, of course, yield the total density of occupied peak 5 - TCs as given in the following:

\[
n_{tot} = N_{TC}(1 - e^{-\beta_{e+h}D}) = n_{e-h} + n_e \quad (13)
\]

where \( \beta_{e+h} \) and \( \beta_{TC} \) are the dose filling constants of the \( e-h \) and the combined components of the TC/LC structure. These equations are employed to yield values of \( n_{e-h}/n_e \) that are approximately constant up to a demarcation dose of 1–10 Gy which is the threshold dose \( D_c \) where supralinearity begins to appear. The parameters \( a,b \) and \( \beta_{e+h} \) are postulated to depend on photon/electron energy.

The basic idea of the UNIM is that the linear response at low dose arises from geminate recombination in TC/LC correlated pair. For heavy charged particles (HCPs), the localized entity is the HCP track. The localized recombination process is unaffected by conduction band-mediated competitive processes.
The dependence on dose of the delocalized conduction band-mediated luminescence recombination gives rise to the supralinearity. As the dose increases, the average of the distance distribution between occupied/active neighboring TC/LC entities decreases, and the luminescence recombination efficiency increases due to the greater probability of charge carrier migration between neighboring TC/LC complexes without interception by the competitive centers (CCs). In addition, if the CCs during irradiation capture charge of the same sign as the TCs, their "competitive efficiency" is decreased as the dose level increases since an occupied CC no longer serves as an active CC for the charge carrier liberated by the TC.

The TL signal intensity, \( F(D) \), is given by

\[
F(D) = k n_e(D) + \left( 1 - k_s \right) n_e \sum_{i=1}^{3} \int_{R_0}^{r_{\text{max}}} g(R) e^{-R/(\lambda(D))} P_i(n_h, R, D) dR \tag{14}
\]

It can be seen that \( F(D) \) is composed of two terms, where \( k_s \) is the contribution of the \( e-h \)-populated TC to the TL intensity that results in the linear part of the dose–response and \( 1 - k_s \) is the contribution that contributes to the supralinearity. The first term thus represents the contribution from localized (geminate) recombination and is linear/exponentially saturating due to the behavior of \( n_e \) with dose. The second term estimates the increased TL intensity at higher dose levels due to conduction band-mediated recombination in the presence of competitive processes. The parameters in Eq. (14) are defined as follows:

- \( n_e, n_{\text{TC}}(n_h) \), and \( n_{\text{LC}} \) represent the density of occupied TCs, LCs, and CCs, respectively, and their dose–response is described by a linear/exponentially increasing function of the form given by \( N_i \left[ 1 - \exp(-\beta R) \right] \).
- \( r_0 \) is the radius of the TC/LC complex.
- \( g(n_h, R_i) \) is a two-dimensional solid-angle factor between two neighboring TC/LC pairs.
- \( R_i \) is the distance between neighboring TC/LC pairs.
- \( \lambda \), the mean free path of the electrons between the TC/LC pairs, is an increasing function of dose (due to the filling (deactivation) of the competitors with increasing dose) and is given by

\[
\lambda(D) = \lambda_0 e^{\lambda_0 D} \tag{15}
\]

- \( \lambda_0 \) is the mean free path for charge carrier diffusion in the intertrack un-irradiated region.
- \( \beta_{\lambda} \) is the dose filling constant of the CC in the TL recombination stage.

The nearest-neighbor probability distribution functions, \( P_i(n_{\text{LC}}, R_i) dR_i \), are a crucial element in the calculation of \( F(D) \) since it is over these distances that the electron must migrate in the conduction band before recombination with a hole trapped in a LC. \( F(D) \) is calculated using the sum of the first, second, and third nearest-neighbor interactions. The critical level of dose for composite peak 5 above which supralinearity occurs is \( \approx 1 \) Gy, above which \( f(D) > 1 \) reaching values of \( \approx 3–5 \) at dose levels of \( \approx 200 \) Gy as shown in Fig. 5. The solid lines are theoretical fits using either the UNIM or the localized/delocalized band modeling.

**Band Theory Kinetics Including Localized Recombination**

The second approach is also capable of describing all of the dose–response characteristics of composite peak 5 in LiF:Mg, Ti. Details of the band model in the recombination stage are shown in Fig. 6.

The equations governing charge carrier transport between the various entities are similar to those detailed in Eqs. (7)–(10) and have been solved using MATLAB® code 23 s from The MathWorks Inc. In order to describe all the
dose–response characteristics of peaks 5a and 5 comprising composite peak 5, it was necessary to introduce the presence of band–tail states into the kinetic model. These states are believed to arise by fluctuations in bonding angle throughout the crystal, which generate localized shallow states below the high mobility conduction band edge. The presence of band–tail states has been invoked in other luminescent phenomena in feldspar and geminate recombination in hydrogenated amorphous silicon. In order to allow tunneling between the continuum of these states, the wavefunction of the trapped electrons must extend beyond the potential well boundaries. The trapped electron in the ground state is thermally elevated into the continuum of the band–tail states (the details of the energy distribution of the continuum are not essential to the modeling), and recombination proceeds directly from the band–tail states to the recombination center. In addition, as shown in Fig. 6, electrons can also be thermally elevated from the ground state to the conduction band, and recombination follows migration in the conduction band.

**Advances in Analysis: Impact on Applications**

**Applications of TL**

The main applications of TL occasionally combined with optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) are dosimetry and the dating of archeological and geologic samples. In archeology, the time elapsed since the last firing (usually during production) of ancient pottery is measured by evaluating the accumulated dose to the shard following firing. In geology, the date is assumed to apply to the last exposure to light. Both applications require the determination of the absorbed dose from radioactive sources over the intervening time interval; ergo, dating is considered a dosimetric application.

In both dosimetry and dating, various interrelated considerations are involved in the choice of the optimum material. These include the following:

1. High sensitivity to noise/background: In order to obtain useful minimum measurable levels of dose, this quality factor may be dependent on the type of radiation.
2. Reproducibility/sample to sample consistency: In some materials, a cycle of irradiation followed by heating may change the sensitivity of the material to a subsequent irradiation. This is a common problem with different kinds of quartz, a material that is widely used in dating. In commercially supplied dosimeters, it is often necessary to preselect from a population of dosimeters in order to achieve the desired precision.

**Fig. 5** Experimentally measured values of $f(D)$ at three photon energies. Note the decrease of $f(D)_{\text{max}}$ with decreasing photon energy. The full lines are theoretical fits using the UNIM.

**Fig. 6** Recombination stage band model for TC/LC spatially correlated pairs. For a full explanation, the reader is referred to the chapter by Eliyahu et al.
3. Dose-response linearity and dose-rate independence: A linear response is highly preferable since it greatly reduces problems of calibration. Dose-rate independence is also highly desirable — most studies seem to indicate that this feature is not a problem for most applications.

4. Stability: In both dosimetry and dating applications, some time may elapse between exposure to radiation and readout. In addition, the duration of irradiation may influence the calibration if the signal is unstable. It is usually observed that high-temperature glow peaks are more stable with time — in LiF:Mg,Ti, the so-called dosimetric peak, appearing at approximately 200 °C, does not "fade" by more than 5% annually.

The choice of an "ideal" TL dosimeter is a compromise between all these characteristics. Even in conventional applications such as personal and environmental dosimetry, reasonably precise and accurate dosimetry requires frequent batch and individual recalibration. Although one might assume that, for example, LiF:Mg,Ti with known optimal Mg,Ti concentrations would have universal characteristics, this is not the case. The TL properties of LiF:Mg,Ti from different sources can be substantially different, and even from the same source, the characteristics may vary over the years. The main materials in use are LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-100); CaF₂: Dy (TLD-200); CaF₂:Tm (TLD-300); CaF₂:Mn (TLD-400); Al₂O₃:C (TLD-500); LiF:Mg,Ti with enriched ⁶Li, sensitive to thermal neutrons (TLD-600); LiF:Mg,Ti with enriched ⁷Li, insensitive to thermal neutrons (TLD-700); Li₂BO₃ (TLD-800); and CaSO₄:Dy (TLD-900). Notwithstanding the problems mentioned earlier, millions of these dosimeters are in constant use worldwide.

The situation with archeological and geologic dating and in retrospective dosimetry following nuclear accidents is more difficult. One has to use natural materials and cope with possibly wide variations in the properties of materials such as quartz grains and feldspars. For retrospective dosimetry, the use of ceramic materials in electronic components such as cellular phones and flash drives as well as common household salts has been suggested.

**Methods of Analysis**

The simplest method to quantify the TL signal is to measure the integral of the emitted light over a temperature interval, ΔT. In all the other methods, the glow curve, that is, I(T) or alternatively the simpler to measure, I(t), is recorded, and the signal to be correlated with dose is based on some form of computerized glow curve analysis (CGCA). The following are several options to analyze the TL signal:

(i) Measure the peak height of the dosimetric peak. This method has some possible disadvantages. At low dose, the peak height can suffer from statistical fluctuations much greater than for an integrated TL signal, and in the case of complex glow curves, the peak height may be influenced by neighboring/overlapping peaks whose dosimetric characteristics are different.

(ii) A second method is based on integration of the TL signal between two predetermined temperatures that define the so-called region of interest (ROI). More than one ROI may be applied simultaneously. This method alleviates the statistical fluctuations suffered by peak height methods but is still based on the overlap of several peaks and on the subjective choice of the temperature of the valley that may move around due to instrumental fluctuations.

(iii) A third method, the so-called simplified CGCA, analyzes the glow curve shape or profile and compares with previously recorded glow curves.

(iv) Finally, the fourth method is to carry out "full-blown" computerized glow curve deconvolution (CGCD) into component glow peaks. The choice of the method of analysis is based on the requirements of the application — some require speed/high throughput, and others may require extremely high precision.

CGCA has been successfully applied to many issues: (i) characterization of new materials, (ii) glow curve characteristics affecting sensitivity changes and fading, (iii) dose--response of individual glow peaks, (iv) effects of heating rate, (v) deconvolution of HCP-induced glow curves, (vi) mixed-field dosimetry, and (vii) microdosimetric and nanodosimetric interpretation of glow curve characteristics and others.
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